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KIKUS®interaktiv is a multilingual language-learning software that helps beginners from 3 to 99 years to learn 

a language in a playful way – whether as a second language, mother tongue support or a foreign language. It 

can be used on any desktop-PC or laptop with Windows and also in combination with a projector or an 

interactive whiteboard. This means that it can be used at home, in the classroom or in any other location. 
 

Target groups Children (+parents) | kindergarten teachers |  

teachers at schools, teachers for ESL and EFL or literacy | self-learners 

Language options Arabic, Czech, English, German, Polish, Slovak, Spanish, Turkish, Xhosa 

User languages English, German, Polish, Spanish 

Technical 

informations 

EXE-file for Windows; only download for offline use;  

different licences available at www.hueber.de  

Technical 

requirements 

PC | PC + projector / interactive whiteboard | headphone/loudspeaker, microphone 

Screen resolution at least 1024x768 px  

Additional 

materials 

KIKUS® Picture Cards, KIKUS® Picture Cards Worksheets (English, German, Czech, Polish, 

Spanish etc.) 

KIKUS® Complete Materials Set (download) 

Website www.kikusinteraktiv.org – English Website 

 

 

Multilingual Language-Learning Software 

file:///C:/Users/Edgardis%20Garlin/OneDrive%20-%20Zentrum%20für%20kindliche%20Mehrsprachigkeit%20e.V/04%20LOKANDO-Web/KIKUS%20interaktiv/INFOS%20und%20PRÄSENTATIONEN/www.kikusinteraktiv.org
http://www.kikus.org/
http://www.hueber.de/
http://www.kikusinteraktiv.org/
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In addition to KIKUS® interaktiv your learners can use the  

KIKUS App – free of charge – all over the world!  
 

It contains all games in 11 languages and can be used on  

any smartphone or tablet. 
 

Find more information here:  

https://kikusinteraktiv.org/kikus-app-englisch/kikus-app-en/  

 

The basis of KIKUS® interaktiv is provided by the tried and tested KIKUS® Picture Cards and the KIKUS® Mini 

Picture Card Worksheets. They include a basic vocabulary of 240 words (nouns, verbs, prepositions, adjectives,  

etc.). KIKUS® interaktiv currently contains this basic vocabulary in 9 different languages. All items can be 

depicted in their basic form in writing and they can be listened to as well. 
 

In addition, you can create your own picture cards using the Card Editor and link these with multi-media pictures, 

text and audio in all learning languages. In this way you can integrate the vocabulary of a certain topic (even 

technical vocabulary) which might be interesting for professional schools. At the same time, you can actively 

involve the learners and/or their parents. The best way for interactive teaching and learning. 
 

KIKUS® interaktiv contains a Creative Area in which you can design your own exercises, and a Games Area in 

which you can find prepared learning games and exercises (vocabulary and grammar). There are four user 

languages to choose from: English, German, Polish and Spanish. 
 

KIKUS® interaktiv was developed with multilingualism didactics in mind. For example, as a teacher you can 

combine activities for the second language German with the individual first languages of the children that they 

“bring along” to the exercise. Or you can put together a specific vocabulary set with the learners in several 

languages. This promotes language awareness and empathy among all learners. 
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